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MEDINA ESTUARY SEDIMENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGY:
MONITORING INITIATION
1. Introduction
The Medina Estuary (Cowes Harbour) on the Isle of Wight is a site of significant navigation activity,
notably leisure boating, ferry terminals, fishing and cargo wharves. The Cowes Harbour
Commissioners (CHC) manage the lower estuary, and the Isle of Wight council (IWC) the upper
reaches (to Newport). Shipping channels and mooring areas (wharves, marinas) have been
traditionally maintained to navigable depths using conventional dredging methods, with some
20,000 wet tonnes of sediment being removed (to remote disposal sites) each year 1. In recent years
the maintenance dredging situation has altered, or will be altering, due to the effects of:
Development of new marina areas
Construction of a new offshore breakwater across the harbour entrance
Experimentation with non-traditional dredging methods (eg plough or agitation dredging).
The driver of change within the Medina Estuary at the present time is the East Cowes Regeneration
programme, which involves (on the marine side) the construction of the new offshore breakwater
(completed 2015), the extension of the Shrape Breakwater, the deepening of the eastern approach
channel to the harbour and the formation of a new marina inside the existing Shrape breakwater
(Figure 1). Investigations and activities directed at this development can be summarised as follows:
Survey work in the estuary (Titan Surveys, 2005)
Hydrodynamic mathematical modelling (water circulation, ABPmer 2004-5)
Environmental Impact Assessment (ABPmer reported 2009)
Breakwater Construction (2014-2015)
Review of 2005 modelling accuracy due to unpredicted flow changes evident post
breakwater construction. Model upgrade and rerun (ABPmer 2015)
Sedimentation mathematical modelling to identify impacts of new breakwaters, changed
channel dimensions and East Cowes marina construction (ABPmer, active, to be completed
mid 2016)
Final (Shrape breakwater, East channel, new marina) construction work (initiates at close of
2016).
In early October 2015 CHC (Capt. Stuart McIntosh) contacted Ambios Environmental Consultants Ltd
(AEC, Dr Rob Nunny) to discuss the requirement for expert marine sedimentology input into the final
processes of the modelling of construction impacts, and at the same time to develop a sound basis
for management of future maintenance dredging operations in the harbour. Following a brief review
of available reports, AEC provided an opinion1 that a thorough review of available data, supported
by a new set of field investigations, would allow a sound conceptual model of the estuary’s
sedimentation processes to be developed. Such an empirical model, not undertaken to date, is
recommended as the basis for all mathematical modelling activity directed at sedimentation, both
for guiding model design and for providing a reality check on the model predictions. A conceptual
model would also provide a basis for future maintenance dredging management plans.

1

Cowes Harbour Sedimentation Management.pdf 6th October 2015.
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Figure 1. The proposed East Cowes regeneration scheme.
CHC requested AEC to liaise with the modellers (ABPmer) and to prepare a quote for the necessary
field investigations. This process, which included a meeting (28th October 2016) between CHC,
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ABPmer and AEC, resulted a survey plan and costing2 that was accepted by CHC. The non-financial
aspects of that specification are presented in Appendix 1.
The work reported here addresses only the data collection protocols and field campaigns
undertaken October 2015-February 2016. Fieldwork was undertaken by AEC supported by Shoreline
Surveys. No interpretation work is included at this stage (Phase 1). Data analysis will be undertaken
as Phases 2 and 3 of AEC’s involvement with this development, as detailed below (specified in an
email AEC to CHC 4th December 2015):
Phase 2. AEC to provide a report detailing a conceptual appreciation of the sediment regime in the
Medina Estuary. This report will have the objectives of a) informing oversight of ABPmer sediment
modelling/EIA updating and b) providing the basis for the development of a long-term sediment
management plan for the estuary 3. This report will be largely based on analysis of the data collected
during Phase 1 and ongoing turbidity monitoring, but will also include a thorough review of all
existing data.
Phase 3. AEC to advise CHC on sediment management issues. Three overlapping tasks can be
foreseen. 1) Provide an overview of ongoing ABPmer sediment transport modelling effort
(completes April 2016), 2) provide input to decision-making processes with regard to final designs of
the new breakwater, east channel and East Cowes marina projects, and 3) develop a maintenance
dredging strategy for the Medina Estuary system.

2. Seabed Sampling
2.1 Sample Locations
Fifty-three locations were sampled for bed surface characteristics (Figure 2). Locations were
originally determined by ABPmer to fit in with previous sampling and known bathymetry-change
locations, but some minor adjustments were made and extra samples added in order to a) have
sample points away from potential sediment-type boundary zones and b) include interesting
localities observed in high-resolution multibeam maps (erosional or depositional bedforms). Fortyfour locations (1-44) were subtidal sites examined with the prime intention of determining physical
conditions, five locations (101-105) were intertidal sites that could only be sampled from a small
boat using a small handheld grab, and four samples (201-204) were sampled using a small stainless
steel grab, with samples collected for ongoing MMO dredge/disposal licence applications
(contaminants and particle-size).

2
3

Cowes HC Work Spec Ambios_Shoreline_v4.xlsx 2nd November 2015.
Objective P1 of the Medina Estuary Management Plan, May 1977
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Figure 2. Grab sample locations.
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2.2 Sampling Equipment
The forty-four subtidal ‘physical process’ sites were sampled using a 0.1m 2 Smith McIntyre grab
(Figure 3 and Appendix 1). This was deployed from a Hiab crane. At each site:
A photograph was taken of the sample (eg Figure 3)
The amount and nature of the sample was logged
If a gravel-free sample, the shear strength of the surface 10mm was measured (Appendix 1)
If gravel free, a perforated 100ml beaker was used to collect a sample for a bulk density
measurement (Appendix 1).
A bulk sample was taken for particle size analysis.

Figure 3. Smith McIntyre 0.1m2 grab and contained sample.
At all other sites a 0.05m2 (hand deployed) stainless steel van Veen grab was used. At the ‘200’ sites
bulk samples were collected to chemically clean jars for chemical analyses, a simple visual
description noted, and no data from these sites were further generated by AEC. At the intertidal
‘100’ sites if conditions allowed a beaker sample for bulk density was collected, otherwise a simple
description was recorded and one bulk sample taken for particle-size analysis.
Position fixing was organised by Shoreline Surveys using Trimble RTK system with the GPS antenna
set up close to the sampling location on each vessel. A position fix was taken each time the grab
landed on the seabed. All sites were within 10m of the target location, with one relocation (104) due
to inaccessibility (~100m displacement).
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2.3 Execution
The seabed sampling project was registered as ‘Exempt’ from licence requirement with the Marine
Management Organisation on 4th November (Appendix 2).
A Health and Safety Assessment (Appendix 3) had been prepared before the survey and shared
between all parties. On the first day of the surveys Toolbox talks were given prior to work
commencement to ensure full awareness of all safety issues.
The survey was undertaken on the 12th (08:30-16:00) and 13th (08:00 – 13:00) November 2015.
Weather conditions were squally with occasional rain showers, but conditions were essentially calm
and workable in the sheltered Medina estuary.
The bulk of the sampling (subtidal samples 1-44) were carried out from the multicat SEA CLEAR
operated by Kingston Marine Services. The Smith McIntyre grab was operated from the bow Hiab
crane. The intertidal/small grab sampling was conducted from the Harbour Master’s launch. No
anchoring was necessary for safe and accurate grab sampling. Both vessels can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Survey vessels. SEA CLEAR multicat (right) and HM’s launch (white cabin, left).

The scientific field log from the survey is given in Table 1. The key to the table is as follows:
VOLUME:

1=scrape, 2=5cm, 3=10cm, 4=full, 5=overflowing (cm = greatest thickness)

G-S-M:

G=gravel (64-2mm), S=sand (2-0.06mm), M=mud (cannot feel grainy texture)

GRAVEL:

Encrusted/unencrusted, clean/dull, angular, sub-rounded/rounded
Fine (<10mm), Medium (10-20mm), Coarse (>20mm)
B=biogenic, L=lithogenic, SHELL=principally whole dead shell (identify key species)
[xxxx] = minor component
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SAND:

Coarse (2-0.5mm, very visible grains), medium (0.5-0.2mm, like beach sand), fine
(<0.2mm, can feel but not see grains).
xx-xx , between grades (eg M-F sand)
Mixed, all grades seem to be present
Colour.

MUD:

Consolidation : very soft/normal/mud clasts or balls/consolidated clay
Colour/smell; brown/grey/black, strong hydrogen sulphide, aerobic/anaerobic (note
differences with depth)
Sticky (clay rich) or silty (runs)

Differences with depth: Record in the Notes column
SAM (Samples Taken): B=bag, D=beaker for density, if shear strength measured record values.
Shear strength: Value shown divided by 100 is strength in kPa

2.4 Laboratory Analysis
Analyses were carried out in the AEC lab. Particle-size samples were treated in three different ways
according to their estimated mud/sand/gravel content:
A. Bag samples with less that about 2% mud content were simply oven dried (105 oC) then dry
sieved (BS 1377) at 0.5 phi intervals on the Wentworth scale 4, between 4phi (0.063mm) and
-6.5phi (90mm).
B. Bag samples with a gravel content and more than about 2% mud content were initially wet
sieved at 63um. The coarser (sand/gravel) fraction retained on the sieve was oven dried and
analysed as in (A) above. The finer fraction (slurry) was stirred in a special container/baffle
system that induced an even suspension then two 100ml aliquots were syringed off for
analysis and the residual slurry volume measured. One aliquot was oven dried at 105oC and
weighed (2dp) thus providing a measure of the weight of material <63um. This sample was
later ground in a pestle and mortar and stored dry for possible future analysis. The other
aliquot was never allowed to dry out, and was used for particle-size determination using the
pipette method (BS 1377). This sample was initially pre-treated with hydrogen peroxide to
remove all organic matter (the peroxide being destroyed by boiling once all effervescence
had ceased). The sample then has 20ml of sodium hexametaphosphate added to ensure full
dispersion, was made up to ab 1litre suspension, and subjected to pipette analysis.
Determinations were made at (spherical settling velocity equivalents) 63um (all subsample),
16um and 4um (clay).

4

Soulsby 19997. The Dynamics of Marine Sands. Thomas Telford. ISBN 07277 2584
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ID E(target) N(target) E(actual) N(actual)
1 449,844 96,809 449846
96811

Desc_M

Sam

Photo# Notes

1.5

60

Old native oyster shell,
30
slipper limpets (Crepidula)
and associated ironstained shell debris, some
flint. Larger clasts
encrusted, smaller clean,
bright.

Mixed

10

Zones of sticky anaerobic mud in the
underlying parts

B

2088
2089

2 dips, similar, uniform
through depth except
no mud in surface
layer.

2

449,267 96,714

449272

96713

2

60

Very encrusted
(Pomatoceros) coarse
gravel of native oyster
and slipper limpet shells,
some small flint cobbles.

20

Mixed

20

Aerobic, moderate consolidation, consistent B
matrix below surface lag deposit of shell.

2102

Surface lag deposit,
uniform w ith depth.

3

449,593 96,700

449596

96702

3

50

Crepidula shell.

25

Mixed

25

Aerobic, moderate consolidation, consistent B
matrix below surface lag deposit of shell.

2090

Surface lag deposit,
uniform w ith depth.

4

450,004 96,693

450002

96697

2.5

0

98

Well sorted medium 2
sand

Aerobic, content increases slight tow ards
base.

B, D
96

2087

Uniform w ith depth.

5

451,070 96,748

451067

96753

2

20

Medium shell and flint
gravel, w ith soft (rotting)
blue-green shale clasts.
All largely unencrusted,
bright.

50

Mixed

30

All aerobic, dominated by decomposition of
(geologic) blue-green shale.

B

2082
2083

Muddier beneath
surface w ashed layer.

6

450,832 96,691

450830

96694

2

2

Shell, Lanice, small flints

97

Well packed, w ell
sorted medium
sand.

1

Aerobic

B

2084

Uniform w ith depth.

7

450,961 96,605

450954

96608

2

5

Native oyster shells (at
base)

95

0

B

2081

Uniform but oyster
shells at base.

8

450,288 96,596

450286

96598

3

0

50

9

450,127 96,581

450131

96584

3.5

0

50

10 449,676 96,547

449676

96550

3

0

99

Well packed, w ellsorted medium sand
w ith coarse shell
sand content.
medium-fine sand,
contribution
decreases to 40%
at base.
Medium-fine sand,
below surface
10mm sand content
increases to 70%
Well-sorted medium
sand.

Volum e % G Desc_G

% S Desc_S

Table 1. Grabbing field data log. See text for key. Positions in OSGB (OSTN02).

%M

50

Aerobic at surface, no sharp interface to
low er part w here mud is stiffer and
anaerobic, increasing to 60% content.

B, D
76

2085

Mud content increases
to base.

50

Aerobic in surface 10mm, below mud
becomes anaerobic (grey) and stiffer and
content decreases to 30%.

B, D
69

2086

Sandier and anaerobic
below 10mm

1

Slightly anaerobic below surface

B, D
117

2097

Uniform w ith depth.

Volum e % G Desc_G

% S Desc_S

%M

Desc_M

Sam

45

All aerobic, dominated by decomposition of
(geologic) blue-green shale.

B

2098

Surface lag deposit of
coarser material.

100

Very unconsolidated, surface 10mm very
soft and aerobic, below slightly stiffer and
anaerobic (black).
Very unconsolidated, surface 10mm very
soft and aerobic, below slightly stiffer, w ith
lumpy texture, and anaerobic (black).

B, D
47

2091

B, D
42

2092

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.
Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

95

Loosely consolidated, surface veneer
B, D
crazed and iron rich, aerobic, below slightly 59
stiffer and anaerobic (dark grey).

2093

0

100

Surface veneer of grey mud and pellets of
soft blue-green shale, below dense grey
clay (relict estuarine mud?)

B, D 2099
130+

Uniform apart from
surface veneer.

0

100

Surface veneer of grey mud and pellets of
soft blue-green shale, below dense grey
clay (relict estuarine mud?)

B, D
128

2100

Uniform apart from
surface veneer.

Well-packed, w ell- 1
sorted medium sand

Aerobic

B
2080
130+

Uniform w ith depth.

96

Well packed, w ell- 2
sorted medium sand
w ith coarse shell
sand content.

Aerobic

B
92

2077
2078

Uniform w ith depth

Eel grass, hydroids?? ,
Lanice

98

Well-packed, w ell- 2
sorted medium sand

Aerobic

B, D 2077
130+

Uniform w ith depth

Eel grass, hydroids?? ,
Lanice

95

Medium-fine

Mud increases to 70% in low er part, all
aerobic.

B, D 2076
130+

Mud content increases
w ith depth.

ID East
NORTH
11 449,601 96,582

449602

96577

2

10

12 449,445 96,581

449447

96578

5

0

0

13 449,544 96,486

449546

96490

4

0

10

Fine

90

14 449,687 96,371

449684

96376

4

0

5

Fine

15 450,019 96,490

450022

96487

3

0

16 450,046 96,417

450042

96414

3

0

17 450,632 96,541

450633

96544

2

0

Eel grass, hydroids?,
w eed

99

18 450,625 96,448

450632

96442

2

2

Shells, Lanice, Eel grass,
hydroids?

19 450,298 96,319

450295

96318

2

0

20 450,114 96,373

450110

96374

3

0

Encrusted angular
cobbles, Crepidula, shell,
soft (rotting) blue-green
shale clasts.

45

Mixed

5

Table 1 (2). Grabbing field data log.
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Notes

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

Volum e % G Desc_G

% S Desc_S

ID East
NORTH
21 449,883 96,350

449880

96353

3

20

22 449,712 96,285

449716

96287

4

0

23 450,064 96,312

450062

96313

3.5

1

24 450,033 96,237

450034

96237

4

0

25 449,827 96,161

449831

96158

3

20

26 449,733 96,135

449730

96137

4

0

27 449,762 96,110

449765

96109

4

1

Partial thin surface veneer 0
of shell fragments and
fine flint gravel,
unencrusted, bright.

28 450,125 96,144

450126

96147

4

1

Live small cockles

29 450,058 96,090

450061

96092

4

0

30 449,966 96,049

449969

96052

3

40

Crepidula shells

Small shell.

%M

Sam

Notes

40

Mixed

40

Very unconsolidated, aerobic w ith stiff grey B
clay clasts.

2101

Uniform w ith depth

10

Fine

90

B, D
52

2094

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

10

Fine

89

Very unconsolidated, surface 50mm very
soft and aerobic, below slightly stiffer, w ith
lumpy texture (w orm tubes?), and
anaerobic.
Very unconsolidated surface 10mm aerobic,
sharp boundary to stiffer and anaerobic mud
base.

D, B
72

2075

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

5

Fine

95

Very unconsolidated surface 10mm aerobic, D, B
sharp boundary to stiffer and anaerobic mud 36
base.

2074

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

Mixed

50

Moderately consolidated, only surface 12mm is aerobic.

B

2096

Uniform w ith depth

Fine

95

Unconsolidated surface 30mm and aerobic,
below stiffer, w ith lumpy texture, and
anaerobic.

D, B
37

2095

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

99

Moderately consolidated, only surface 12mm is aerobic.

B, D
79

2104

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

Unconsolidated surface 10mm aerobic,
sharp boundary to stiffer and anaerobic mud
base.
Unconsolidated surface 10mm aerobic,
sharp boundary to stiffer and anaerobic mud
base.
Quite cohesive grey clay, anaerobic in parts.

B, D
49

2073

B, D
48

2072

B

2103

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.
Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.
Uniform w ith depth.

Old native oyster shell,
30
slipper limpets (Crepidula)
and associated ironstained shell debris, some
flint. Largely unencrusted,
bright.
5

10

Fine

89

10

Fine

90

Fine

55

Old native oyster shell,
5
iron-stained, barnacle
encrusted. Clean veneers
of this shell on surface
but dull shell mixed
through deposit.

Relict estuarine clay?

Table 1 (3). Grabbing field data log.
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Volum e % G Desc_G

% S Desc_S

ID East
NORTH
31 449,811 95,982

449820

95987

4

0

5

32 449,946 95,789

449947

95788

4

0

0

33 450,043 95,814

450048

95812

2

90

Unencrusted, bright
medium flint gravel, some
shell.

5

34 450,069 95,886

450068

95891

2

80

35 450,139 95,987

450141

95989

4

0

Old native oyster shell,
fine shell and flint gravel.
Largely unencrusted,
bright.

36 450,093 95,785

450089

95784

2

90

37 450,078 95,662

450075

95658

2

80

38 450,009 95,293

450009

95292

4

20

39 450,104 95,296

450088

95288

4

0

Coarse flint and oyster
10
shell gravel, surface layer
encrusted (Pomatoceros)
but bright.
Coarse flint and oyster
10
shell gravel, surface layer
encrusted (Pomatoceros)
but bright.
Crepidula, Queen scallop 10
and native oyster shell.
Piece of w ood. Encrusted
and dull.
20

40 449,933 95,000

449933

95002

4

0

10

%M

Fine

Sam

Notes

95

Surface 30mm very unconsolidated, aerobic, B, D
below stiffer and anaerobic w ith dense
20
w orm tubes.

2105

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

100

Unconsolidated surface 10mm aerobic,
sharp boundary to stiffer (lumpy) and
anaerobic mud base.

B, D
34

2110

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

Mixed, only in base 5

Matrix, anaerobic, only in base.

B

2107

Mud and sand matrix in
base part.

10

Mixed

10

One zone of black cohesive mud matrix

B

2106

Muddier zones.

30

Medium-fine

70

Moderately consolidated surface 10mm
aerobic, stiffer and anaerobic mud base.

B, D
69

2071

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

Coarse shell sand

0

B

2108

Uniform through depth

Mixed

10

Aerobic matrix in base part

B

2109

Muddier at base
(sampled).

Mixed/coarse shell

70

Moderately consolidated, all aerobic

B

2069

Uniform through depth

Medium-fine

80

Surface 10mm moderately consolidated,
B, D
aerobic, stiffer and anaerobic (grey) below . 79

2070

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

Fine

90

Surface 10mm moderately consolidated,
B, D
aerobic, stiffer and anaerobic (grey) below . 63

2068

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

Table 1 (4). Grabbing field data log.
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Volum e % G Desc_G

% S Desc_S

Desc_M

Sam

80

Surface few mm aerobic, anaerobic (black)
below , all moderately consolidated.

B, D
60

2067

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

70

Surface few mm aerobic, anaerobic (black)
below , all moderately consolidated.

B
65

2112

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

Mixed

40

Surface aerobic, anaerobic (black) below ,
all moderately consolidated.

B

2011

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

10

Fine

90

Thin surface veneer of aerobic, w ith fine
mudballs, below very consolidated
anaerobic mud.

B, D
105

2066

Uniform through depth
apart from redox and
consolidation.

0

100

Medium-fine

0

96180

0

0

449858

95872

0

5

104 449,761 95,910

449858

95872

0

0

105 449,630 96,381

449635

96376

0

5

201 449,463 96,557

449483

96555

0

0

ID East
NORTH
41 449,993 95,004

449994

95007

4

10

Encrusted (Ascidians)
Crepidula shells

10

42 450,148 94,573

450142

94570

3.5

30

Native oyster shells, dull.

0

43 450,080 94,558

450083

94558

3.5

40

Bright, unencrusted
medium flint and
encrusted oyster shell
gravel.

20

44 450,054 95,016

450050

95014

3

0

101 450,351 96,258

450350

96259

102 450,243 96,180

450242

103 449,849 95,868

Mixed

Fine

Fine

%M

Report AmbERM02

B

Small grab

100

Unconsolidated mud

D, B

Small grab

95

Unconsolidated mud

B

Small grab

100

Unconsolidated mud

B

Small grab

95

Unconsolidated mud

B, D

Small grab

100

Unconsolidated mud

Table 1 (5). Grabbing field data log.
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Small grab (not
touched, for chemical
analysis)

Volum e % G Desc_G

% S Desc_S

%M

Desc_M

Sam

Notes

ID East
NORTH
202 449,735 96,146

449735

96146

0

0

100

Unconsolidated mud

Small grab (not
touched, for chemical
analysis)

203 449,917 95,811

449917

95810

0

0

100

Unconsolidated mud

Small grab (not
touched, for chemical
analysis)

204 450,013 95,804

450014

95803

0

0

100

Unconsolidated mud

Small grab (not
touched, for chemical
analysis)

Table 1 (6). Grabbing field data log.
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C. Beaker samples (all just mud or mud/sand mixtures) were treated as (B) above, except that
the material passing the 63um sieve during wet sieving was simply split into four (using a
standard sediment slot splitter, and weighing the split fractions) and one quarter (accurately
defined) was used for the pipette analysis. This change was necessary due to the small size
of the samples. The full process was carried out with due care so that no material was spilt,
allowing an accurate determination of the weight of the sample and hence the dry density of
the surface ~50mm of the bed sediment (via the known beaker volume).

2.5 Particle-Size and Dry Density Analysis Results
The full results of the analysis are contained in two Excel files 5 delivered to CHC and ABPmer (by ftp)
on the 14th December 2015. The following information (data files) also accompanied this delivery.
Scientific field log Excel file (Table 1)
Photos of sediment in the grab on retrieval (eg Figure 3) [Files named as in Table 1]
Photos of selected gravel material for gravelly samples (eg Figure 5) [Files named with
Sample No. prefix, and photo number as logged in the PSA Excel file 5]
Photos of ‘sand wheels’ showing mineral/colour variability within the sand fraction (eg
Figure 6). [Files named with Sample No. prefix, and photo number as logged in the PSA Excel
file 5]
Photos (micrographs) of the mineral grains comprising the modal size of the sand fraction of
each sample (for sieving QC and grain source purposes, eg Figure 7). [Filed named as
<<sample number_mode in microns_repeat number.jpg eg 19_250_2.jpg]
Summary data sheets from the two PSA Excel files are shown in Table 2. These detail the relative
percentages of gravel (>2mm), sand (2mm-63um) and mud (<63um) present in each sample, the clay
content of the mud fraction, the dry density data (where available) and the modal sizes of the
lognormal particle populations contained within the sand fraction. Classic sediment descriptors are
also presented.
Plots of the particle-size distributions (discrete plots as % per 0.5 phi interval) are given in Figure 8.
The plots have been subdivided into groups showing similar characteristics (signatures). Four clear
groups emerge, with sub-groups, as follows:
Group A. Mud with distinctive signature (strong fine silt mode with modest clay content).
Group B. Mud with distinctive signature (strong medium silt mode with high clay content)
Group C. Well-defined fine and medium-fine sand populations relating to active transport of
sand as near-bed suspended load
Group D. Gravel-dominated sediment (lag deposits).
Sub-groups relate to local variations in dynamics and overlap between group zones. The clear
signatures suggest that analysis will successfully reveal clear patterns of sediment source and
transport pathways.

5

PSA_Cowes_Nov15_01.xlsx and PSA_Cowes_Nov15_02.xlsx

Figure 5. Examples of gravel fraction photos.
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Figure 6. Examples of ‘sand wheel’ photos (a subsample of sand from each sieve).
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Figure 7. Example micrographs showing sand grain appearance (250um top, 90um bottom).
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64.1
61.6
67.8
nd
60.3
nd
nd
44.7
35.3
nd
67.1
38.8
39.7
48.7
6.9
7.5
nd
nd
nd
23.0
13.0
49.8
8.3
10.3
55.3
20.8

nd
nd
nd
1.43
nd
nd
nd
1.26
1.21
1.53
nd
0.55
0.69
0.73
0.96
0.93
nd
nd
1.47
1.37
nd
0.90
0.84
0.71
nd
0.73

2.0 2.5 Polymodal, Very Poorly Sorted
3.0 2.0 0.0 Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted
2.9 0.0 Trimodal, Very Poorly Sorted
3.00 Unimodal, Well Sorted
3.0 2.0 0.0 Polymodal, Extremely Poorly Sorted
2.2 3.5 Unimodal, Moderately Sorted
2.10 Unimodal, Moderately Sorted
3.50 Unimodal, Very Poorly Sorted
3.00 Unimodal, Poorly Sorted
2.50 Unimodal, Moderately Well Sorted
2.2 0.0 1.0 Polymodal, Extremely Poorly Sorted
3.50 Unimodal, Poorly Sorted
3.50 Trimodal, Very Poorly Sorted
3.50 Trimodal, Very Poorly Sorted
3.00 Bimodal, Poorly Sorted
3.30 Bimodal, Poorly Sorted
2.50 Unimodal, Moderately Well Sorted
2.50 Unimodal, Poorly Sorted
3.00 Unimodal, Well Sorted
3.00 Unimodal, Poorly Sorted
3.0 2.0 Polymodal, Very Poorly Sorted
3.50 Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted
4.00 Unimodal, Poorly Sorted
4.00 Unimodal, Poorly Sorted
3.0 2.0 1.0 Polymodal, Extremely Poorly Sorted
3.50 Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Table 2. Summary particle size and density data.

SEDIMENT NAME

% of silt/clay finer than 4um

4.2
6.6
8.3
2.1
20.7
1.2
0.1
33.8
29.0
0.1
52.1
97.0
86.1
86.0
77.6
86.1
1.8
1.5
2.9
23.7
38.8
52.9
88.3
92.4
23.7
72.5

TEXTURAL GROUP

% silt & clay (<63um)

45.6
19.8
53.1
97.9
49.6
94.9
91.9
66.1
70.9
99.6
40.5
3.0
13.7
14.0
22.2
13.9
98.0
92.2
97.1
76.1
49.5
47.1
11.7
7.4
33.7
27.3

SAMPLE TYPE

% sand (2mm-63um)

50.2
73.6
38.6
0.0
29.8
3.9
8.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
7.4
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.3
6.3
0.0
0.2
11.7
0.1
0.0
0.1
42.6
0.2

Sand mode(s) phi

% Gravel (>2mm)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Dry Density g/ml (surface 50mm)

Worksheet

Field Sample ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Sandy Gravel

Sandy Very Coarse Gravel

Muddy Sandy Gravel

Very Fine Silty Sandy Coarse Gravel

Muddy Sandy Gravel

Very Fine Silty Sandy Coarse Gravel

Sand

Well Sorted Fine Sand

Gravelly Muddy Sand

Fine Gravelly Very Fine Silty Fine Sand

Slightly Gravelly Sand

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Fine Sand

Gravelly Sand

Very Fine Gravelly Medium Sand

Slightly Gravelly Muddy Sand

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Silty Very Fine Sand

Slightly Gravelly Muddy Sand

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Silty Fine Sand

Slightly Gravelly Sand

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Fine Sand

Gravelly Mud

Medium Gravelly Very Fine Silt

Slightly Gravelly Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Silt

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Coarse Silt

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Fine Silt

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Fine Sandy Medium Silt

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Medium Silt

Slightly Gravelly Sand

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Fine Sand

Gravelly Sand

Very Fine Gravelly Fine Sand

Sand

Well Sorted Fine Sand

Slightly Gravelly Muddy Sand

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Coarse Silty Fine Sand

Gravelly Muddy Sand

Coarse Gravelly Medium Silty Fine Sand

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Fine Silt

Sandy Mud

Very Fine Sandy Medium Silt

Slightly Gravelly Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Medium Silt

Muddy Sandy Gravel

Very Fine Silty Sandy Very Coarse Gravel

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Medium Silt

21.5
17.8
46.3
12.7
36.6
46.2
63.7
57.5
45.7
nd
19.2
57.7
47.2
43.3
25.6
18.8
52.2
50.8
nd
12.5
39.2
35.9
45.3

0.72
0.93
0.74
nd
0.64
0.56
nd
nd
1.07
nd
nd
nd
0.70
0.90
0.68
nd
nd
1.04
0.93
0.83
nd
nd
0.81

4.00
3.50
3.50
1.7 3.4 0.0
3.50
4.00
3.50
0.0 3.5
3.50
-0.50
1.5 3.5
0.5 3.5
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
1.5 0.0 3.5
3.20
3.0 2.0
3.50
4.0 2.5
3.50
3.50

Unimodal, Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Medium Silt

Bimodal, Poorly Sorted

Sandy Mud

Very Fine Sandy Medium Silt

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Sandy Mud

Very Fine Sandy Very Fine Silt

Polymodal, Extremely Poorly Sorted

Muddy Gravel

Medium Silty Coarse Gravel

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Medium Silt

Unimodal, Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Silt

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Gravel

Coarse Gravel

Polymodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Muddy Sandy Gravel

Very Fine Silty Sandy Coarse Gravel

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Muddy Sand

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Silty Very Fine Sand

Unimodal, Poorly Sorted

Gravel

Coarse Gravel

Polymodal, Extremely Poorly Sorted

Gravelly Mud

Coarse Gravelly Medium Silt

Polymodal, Extremely Poorly Sorted

Gravelly Mud

Very Coarse Gravelly Very Fine Silt

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Fine Silt

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Fine Silt

Polymodal, Extremely Poorly Sorted

Muddy Gravel

Medium Silty Very Coarse Gravel

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Gravelly Mud

Coarse Gravelly Medium Silt

Polymodal, Extremely Poorly Sorted

Muddy Gravel

Very Fine Silty Very Coarse Gravel

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Fine Silt

Unimodal, Moderately Well Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sand

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Fine Sand

Trimodal, Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Medium Silt

Trimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Coarse Silt

Trimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Coarse Silt

Bimodal, Very Poorly Sorted

Slightly Gravelly Sandy Mud

Slightly Very Fine Gravelly Very Fine Sandy Very Fine Silt

Table 2 (continued). Summary particle size and density data.
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SEDIMENT NAME

% of silt/clay finer than 4um

92.9
79.1
80.8
43.4
79.6
95.5
5.4
6.7
47.1
0.2
52.6
42.7
87.0
87.0
52.4
82.2
46.6
76.5
2.7
78.0
79.1
79.4
76.4

TEXTURAL GROUP

% silt & clay (<63um)

6.2
20.9
19.2
22.3
20.2
4.4
8.7
14.1
52.8
8.0
21.4
28.8
13.0
13.0
10.8
8.4
22.1
23.5
97.0
20.4
20.1
20.6
23.4

SAMPLE TYPE

% sand (2mm-63um)

0.9
0.0
0.0
34.3
0.2
0.1
85.9
79.2
0.1
91.8
26.0
28.4
0.0
0.0
36.8
9.4
31.2
0.0
0.2
1.6
0.9
0.0
0.2

Sand mode(s) phi

% Gravel (>2mm)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W

Dry Density g/ml (surface 50mm)

Worksheet

Field Sample ID
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
101
102
103
104
105
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Figure 8. Particle-size distributions (discrete plots) arrange into groups of similar characteristics.
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3. Manual Turbidity Sampling
3.1 Sampling Plan
Due to a short term need to acquire information on typical suspended solids levels within Cowes
Harbour, for modelling calibration purposes, a series of manual turbidity sampling exercises was
planned for November-December 2015. These data also informed the set-up of the long-term
turbidity monitoring plan, and provided some information on vertical variability in turbidity, salinity
and temperature within the harbour.
As a minimum, it was planned to monitor water quality at all stations during the grabbing survey
(Section 2 above, operated by AEC and Shoreline Surveys) and then for a full spring and neap tidal
cycle, with provision for further ad hoc measurements if unusual conditions prevailed (latter surveys
operated by CHC staff, trained by AEC). A trackplot with ten sampling points was defined (Appendix
1 worksheet 2) that could be sampled at hourly intervals through the tide. In the event, only one
extra survey (fourth) was run and used to fill in data gaps. During this survey further stations were
added in the vicinity of the Shrape breakwater outer zone (to try and capture localised plume
development) and a station further upriver was also added. Station locations are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Manual turbidity sampling locations (latitude and longitude in WGS84).

3.2 Sensor and Calibration
An EXO2 sonde (Xylem Analytics Ltd) was selected for the survey, and rented for a one month period
(from Xylem). The sonde was fitted with turbidity (optical backscatter, OBS), salinity and
temperature, dissolved oxygen and pressure (depth) sensors, and an auto-wiper for cleaning the
optical windows. The sonde had an internal memory which could log data at one second interval for
one day at least. The sonde was supplied fully calibrated. A simple method of operation was devised
whereby the logger was set running at the start of the day and switched off and downloaded at the
end of the day. ‘In water’ data (the water column was slowly profiled at each station) could be
separated from ‘in air’ data on the basis of pressure readings. A separate log of profiling times was
maintained. A rig to hold the sonde was used to stop the unit approaching the bed and causing false
near-bed high turbidity readings spuriously due to bed disturbance (Figure 10). Full details of the
equipment and protocols are given in Appendix 4.

Figure 10. Weight and float system for ensuring optimum near-bed turbidity readings.

The turbidity sensor was supplied fully calibrated (3 point) to a standard solution, this providing
output in NTU. However while all turbidity sensors will read consistently in (formazin) standards, nd
field readings will vary between different models of turbidity sensors. These differences are thought
to be a result of differing optical components and geometries and the resulting detection of varying
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suspended sediment characteristics. This effect is inherent in the nature of every turbidity sensor,
and as a result readings between different model turbidity sensors are likely to show different field
values even after calibration in the same standards. For this reason (as different makes of sensor
may be used at other times) it was critical to calibrate the sonde NTU readings to suspended solids
concentration for natural Cowes Harbour suspensions. This was achieved in two ways.
1) At times during the field surveys, when the sonde was hanging just below the water surface,
the turbidity reading was taken and a surface water sample was simultaneously collected
using a bottle sampler. Bottles (30 in total) were kept cool and in the dark until delivered to
the AEC lab where, using standard filtration techniques (Whatman cellulose nitrate filters
0.45um pores, pre washed, dried and weighed, set volume of agitated suspension filtered,
filters rinsed in distilled water then dried and weighed) the suspended solid concentration
(mg l-1) was determined gravimetrically. The limitation of this method was that a) water
samples were not collected exactly at the point of turbidity measurement and b) only the
natural range of suspension concentrations at the time could be sampled (17-35mg l-1).
2) A bed mud sample was collected together with a large seawater sample, and both were
taken to the lab. A suspension of around 2000mg l-1 was generated by trial and error, the
suspension was allowed to stand for a few minutes to allow coarse particles to settle out
then a ‘calibration sample’ was siphoned off. A sample of this suspension was filtered (as in
1) above) and the suspended sediment concentration was determined at 2290mg l -1. Using
accurate dilution methods (volumetric measures) a range of ‘standards’ was generated, from
40-400 mg l-1. Several of these were also filtered to check dilution accuracies. The NTU
readings of each standard was measured while using a slow stirring apparatus to prevent
sediment settling.
The results of these calibration methods are shown in Figure 11. The agreement between the two
methodologies is good, given the inherent inaccuracy of the first method. The calibration equation
to be used is:
Suspended sediment (mg l-1) = 0.0004x(NTU value)2 + 1.4537x(NTU value)

mg/l based on dilution

1000

y = 0.0004x2 + 1.4537x
R² = 0.9991
100

Field

Lab Dilution
Linear (Field)
10

Poly. (Lab Dilution)
y = 1.7112x
R² = 0.364

1
1

10

100

1000

10000

NTU observed

Figure 11. EXO 2 NTU to suspended solids calibration curves.
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3.3 Execution
Conditions controlling turbidity (local wind, rainfall, offshore waves, tidal range) during the surveys
are summarised in Figure 12. Local weather was recorded in Newport 6, offshore waves in Sandown
Bay7, IOW south coast. Full data listing is provided in an Excel file8.
Survey 1 was conducted on the 12th and 13th November, 2015 (coincidentally with the grab sampling,
with profiles made at the grab sites, Figure 2). Normal spring tide, wind between S and W, gale force
at times, southerly offshore waves of modest (1m) significant height, 4-6s period. Some rain on first
day.
Survey 2 was conducted on the 19th and 20th November 2015. Standard 10 stations, full tidal cycle.
Above mean neap tide, wind between predominantly W, gale force before surveys commenced then
much quieter, southerly offshore waves of modest (0.5-1.5m) significant height, 3-10s period. Strong
rain both days.
Survey 3 was conducted on 25th and 26th November 2015. Standard 10 stations, near-full tidal cycle.
High spring tide, wind between S and NW, moderate, southerly offshore waves of modest (0.5-1.5m)
significant height, 4-8s period. Slight rain both days.
Survey 4 was conducted on the 1st December 2015. Standard 10 stations plus 5 extra, rising tide only
(infilling gaps in survey 3). Mid spring-neap tide, wind from SW, gale force at times, southerly
offshore waves of modest (0.5-1.5m) significant height, 4-10s period, no rain.

3.4 Results
Results were fully processed within a few days of each survey and issued as a series of Excel files9.
These have been further updated during the preparation of this report. The Excel files contain time
series plots for each station, and profile plots grouped by station. A summary of these data is
presented in Figures 13 and 14. Preliminary observations from superficial examination of these data
include:
Suspended solids concentrations in the harbour typically lie in the range 5-30mgl-1, although
values up to >100mg l-1 were observed at times. The survey-average turbidity values for
surveys 1, 2, 3 & 4 were 17.5, 17.2, 20.7 and 34.2mg l -1 respectively.
Variability in turbidity between sites and through the tidal cycle is present but changes are
not marked.

6

http://www.wunderground.com/personal-weather-station/dashboard?ID=IISLEOFW4#history/s20160120/
e20160127/mweek
7
http://www.channelcoast.org/
8
Control Data_Wind_Waves.xlsx
9
SURVEY_01_OBS 151112_151113.xlsx, SURVEY_02_OBS 151119_151120.xlsx, SURVEY_01_OBS
151125_151126.xlsx, SURVEY_01_OBS 151201.xlsx
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Note: MHWS = 4.2mCD
MHWN = 3.5mCD

Figure 12. Control conditions (wind, rain, offshore waves, tides) during manual turbidity surveys.
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Figure 13. Summary diagrams for SURVEY 02 (NEAP TIDE). All turbidity data from all sites, time-series (top) and profiles (bottom).
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Tide Hour
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Figure 14. Summary diagrams for SURVEY 03 (SPRING TIDE). All turbidity data from all sites, time-series (top) and profiles (bottom).
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Tide Hour

mg/l and Site

Site

Little vertical variability through the water column is evident in the profiles, sites 6 and 7
showing the most marked variability.
Highest turbidity may have coincided with periods of strong wind from the SW.
A modest vertical variation in salinity (~32 surface, ~35 bed) appeared to be present only during
the flood tide over the neap period (Survey 02).
The long-term turbidity time series at four sites in the harbour that has now been initiated will throw
more light on the relationships between turbidity distributions and controlling factors (wind, wave, rain,
tide). A thorough analysis of these manually collected data will be undertaken coincidentally with
analysis of the long-term time series data.

4. Long-term Turbidity Monitoring
4.1 Monitoring Plan and Locations
The underlying strategy behind the long-term turbidity monitoring project involves:
Measurement of the temporal and spatial variability of suspended solids in the harbour waters,
in order to understand the processes that produce bed sediment accumulation and hence the
need for dredging. This will be approached via conceptual modelling methods as opposed to
mathematical modelling. Sites have been selected to both provide good geographical coverage
of the area and to examine important (source/sink) zones.
Patterns of variability need to be related to controlling parameters. A local weather station at
Newport6, and a directional Waverider buoy in Sandown Bay7 on the SE coast of the island have
been identified as useful control data sources. Data is freely available from these sites, and
logged at frequent intervals. Both sites have many years of recording history to place conditions
in a long-term context. River discharge data is available from the Environment Agency (EA,
Carisbrooke gauging station) but will require purchase of an annual licence to access. Similarly
there are two tide gauges operated by the EA (Cowes and Newport) but as tide level will play a
critical role in the data analysis, and there is also a need to be aware of small amplitude wave
activity in the estuary, it was decided to install a pressure sensor at one of the turbidity
monitoring sites.
In order to optimise the chances of a successful long-term deployment the equipment needed
to be robust, inexpensive (readily replaced), easily serviced by CHC staff and to provide optimum
data quality. All these factors were weighed up in selecting equipment and sites.
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Site inspections were carried out on 28th October (AEC), 15th December (Shoreline) and 22nd
December 2015 (CHC approval). Design details were approved by CHC 10 and fabrication of the
equipment, tailored to these sites, was completed by the first week in January 2016.
Four sites were chosen (Figures 15 and 16, and Appendix 1 worksheet 3) as follows.

Figure 15. Long-term monitoring sites.

Site # 1. An autonomous NEP 495 turbidity/temperature sensor is suspended from a buoy off
the Shrape breakwater end. The sensor is 1.4m below the water surface and rises and falls with
the tide, and is ~0.5m above the bed on low springs. Location (OSGB) 449990 96380.

10

OBS Sites Plan4.xlsx
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Figure 16. Photographs of installed equipment.
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The other three sites are located on pier/dolphins and pontoons, with 240v power available. The sensors
are suspended in the water column, held vertical only by their own weight. Locations are as follows:
Site # 2. Trinity landing. NEP95000 turbidity sensor suspended 2m below pontoon (rises and falls
with the tide), ~0.5m above bed on low springs. Outer marina, open to fairway. Location (OSGB)
449505 96560.
Site # 3. Cowes Yacht Haven. NEP95000 turbidity sensor and Omni pressure sensor suspended
~0.5m above the bed from pier. Outer marina, separated from fairway by porous wall. Location
(OSGB) 449805 96105.
Site # 4. MMC divers. NEP95000 turbidity sensor suspended ~0.5m above bed from dolphin.
Open to fairway. Location (OSGB) 450100 95414.
Installation of the sensors was undertaken by Shoreline Surveys on the 19th January 2016. Servicing is
being undertaken by CHS staff, to protocols and training provided by AEC (Appendix 5).

4.2 Instrumentation
4.2.1 Sensors
The sensors and their serial numbers are listed in Table 3.
Analite NEP 495 (supplied by Observator). Single turbidity and temperature sensor with internal logging.
The sensor is mounted in a 0.065m length of stainless steel angle (50x50mm). The optical window has a
wiper which operates every two hours. The unit runs on 3 x C batteries (60 day life). Located at Site 1.
Analite NEP 95000 (supplied by Observator) Three turbidity sensors connected to external TinyTag
loggers and power (in orange waterproof boxes). Each sensor optical window has a wiper which
operates every 15 minutes. Each sensor is mounted in a 0.5m length of stainless steel angle (50x50mm).
the sensors have 12m of cable attached. (Figure 17). Located at Sites 2, 3 & 4.
Omni PTM/N Pressure transmitter (supplied by Omni Instuments). Single pressure senor connected to
an external Tiny Tag logger and power (in one orange waterproof box). The sensor is mounted in one of
the 0.5m lengths of stainless steel angle (50x50mm) used for the NEP95000 turbidity sensors. The
sensor has 12m of vented cable attached (thus permitting measurement of absolute pressure,
unaffected by atmospheric pressure). (Figure 16). Located at Site 3.
Specification sheets and manuals for these sensors are supplied separately to this document.
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Figure 17. NEP 9500 turbidity sensors and mountings.

4.2.2 Loggers and power supplies
The Analite NEP 495 turbidity/temperature sensor has an inbuilt data logger, capable of taking 32000
readings. For the Cowes monitoring task the sampling interval has been set to 5 minutes. Thus the unit
will run autonomously for 100 days. The unit runs at 5vDC (3 x C batteries) and should safely run for 60
days on one set of batteries, at the sampling configuration set.
The Analite NEP 9500 turbidity and the Omni PTM/N pressure sensors have no internal logging, and
generate a 4-20ma current loop output. Cables connect the sensors to TinyTag (Gemini) data loggers (in
the waterproof orange boxes). The logger type is TK-4802 with a 16000 reading capacity.
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Sensor/logger
Turbidity/temperature NEP495PV1
with inbuilt logger
Turbidity NOP9510GPI
Turbidity NOP95000
Turbidity NOP95000
Pressure Omni PTM/N
TinyTag (Gemini) logger Tk-4802
TinyTag (Gemini) logger Tk-4802
TinyTag (Gemini) logger Tk-4802
TinyTag (Gemini) logger Tk-4802
TinyTag (Gemini) logger Tk-4802
TinyTag (Gemini) logger Tk-4802
NTU = nephelometric turbidity units

Measurement

Serial No.

0-1000NTU as ‘raw’

106730 C1511

0-1000NTU as 4-20ma
0-1000NTU as 4-20ma
0-1000NTU as 4-20ma
0-1 bar
0-20ma
0-20ma
0-20ma
0-20ma
0-20ma
0-20ma
ma = milliamps

106750 C1511
106751 C1511
106749 C1511
882885, 41/2015
758700
745625
745626
745651
745614
576147

Allocated
No.

1: Outer Shrape Breakwater
Use site
number

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 3. Sensor and logger specifications
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2: Trinity Landing
3: Cowes Yacht Haven
4: MCC Divers dolphin
3: Cowes Yacht Haven

Any of sensors at sites 2, 3 and 4

Six loggers have been supplied (4 in use, 2 to enable efficient servicing). Serial and allocated
numbers are identified in Table 1. Each logger has a lithium battery (Type SAFT LS14250 / LST14250
or Tekcell SBAA02P; loggers will operate with other ½AA 3.6V Lithium Li-SOCl2 batteries but
performance cannot be guaranteed). This battery should be replaced annually. For the Cowes
monitoring task the sampling interval has been set to 5 minutes, with 5 minute maximum and
minimum readings being logged as well as the actual reading at the sampling moment. Thus the
loggers will run for 18 days before being full. The loggers are contained in ‘film canisters’ and have
two jack plug sockets. The jack connecting to the sensors fits into the base of the logger (and must
always be connected while logging but doesn’t have to be while downloading) and a jack on the tocomputer data cable fits into the top of the unit (canister lid has to be removed) and is not present
while logging, only downloading – see Figure 18.

Figure 18. Tiny Tag
(Gemini) data logger. Left
shows canister removed,
with jack plug that
connects (via base) to the
sensor. Right shows logger
in canister, with the
download cable only
inserted.

The Analite NEP 9500 turbidity and the Omni PTM/N pressure sensors require a 12v power supply.
This is provided from a 7.2Ah lead-acid sealed battery (in the orange box) connected to a Halfords
trickle battery charger, which in turn is connected to the mains (240v) supply. The batteries will run
the sensors for 9 days (turbidity meters alone) or 4 days (site where both pressure and turbidity
meter are present).
The configuration and wiring of the loggers and power supplies in the orange waterproof boxes is
shown in Figure 19. Note that a pressure sensor/logger is only present at Site 3.

Figure 19. Contents and wiring, waterproof orange boxes. Plan view.

4.3 Sonde Calibration
The Omni pressure sensor has had standard calibration data applied to it for seawater use, based on
repetitive previous calibrations of these instruments by AEC. The absolute level of the sensor when
deployed was not known exactly, but has been calibrated by relating recorded HW and LW levels to
data available online from the EA tide gauge at Cowes. Once an adjustment of absolute level was
made, range data (HW and LW levels) were near identical between the Omni sensor and the EA
sensor, confirming the standard calibration applied to the former.
The two types of Analyte OBS (turbidity) sensors have exactly the same optical measuring systems.
Thus while the raw signal to NTU calibration needs to be performed for each instrument, the NTU to
field suspended sediment concentration (mg l-1) needed only to be applied to one instrument. In the
event, all instruments were checked, but the inbuilt calibration algorithms of the NEP495 system
meant that these calibrations were more accurate (with calculated statistics), and these were relied
upon for the final calibration equations.
The Analyte OBS sensors were supplied factory calibrated (Appendix 6). Calbrations rerun by AEC
(Figure 20) confirmed these calibrations.
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Figure 20. Calibration data for all Analyte OBS (turbidity) sensors conducted by AEC.
From: Cowes Analyte OBS Calibration_1601.xlsx

The NTU to total suspended solids (TSS mg l-1) was performed by AEC using the second method
detailed in Section 3.2 above (standard prepared from bed sample of mud). The same standard was
used as for the EXO sensor (Section 3.2), having been kept at 4oC in the dark in the intervening
month. The calibration data and graph are shown in Figure 20. The fitted line/equation had the same
shape as the EXO sensor (Figure 11) but slightly different values, as expected (see Section 3.2). The
calibration equation to be used is:
Suspended sediment (mg l-1) = 0.0003x(NTU value)2 + 0.8988x(NTU value)

4.4 Initial results
The sensors have been serviced twice since installation an all appear to be functioning correctly.
Similarly, data sources for identified control sites (wind/rain/wave/river discharge) are all
operational (Section 3.4).
Summary results for January (post installation) and early February 2016 are presented in Figures 21
and 22 respectively. The data show close agreement in turbidity levels recorded at the four sites,
though with significant differences at times, giving confidence in the data quality. Analyses of these
data will follow in Phase 2 of this study. Immediately apparent from the data are the importance of
the spring-nap cycle in driving fine sediment mobility, and the spike of turbid conditions apparent on
the evening of 8th February, coincident with moderate waves of very high peak period (capable of
strong refraction around the island).

5. Conclusion
Initiation of the planned monitoring project has involved field surveys, site inspections, equipment
purchase and manufacture, equipment testing and calibration, site installations, training, data QC
and preparation of this final report for Phase 1 of the study. This work has been progressed with full
consultation and collaboration with all parties involved. All aspects of the work have been
successfully completed and it is believed that a robust data collection programme has been initiated.
Field data has been supplied to ABPmer in a timely manner to meet their modelling programme
requirements. Some delay (~2-3 weeks) has been experienced in installing the monitoring
equipment sites, due to a combination of factors.
A variety of supporting digital data files have been referred to in this report, and these will be
supplied to Cowes Harbour Commissioners with the delivery of the document. Most of these files
will have been supplied previously, but some have had minor updates so the latest deliveries should
replace all previous files.

Overleaf: Figure 21. January and February 2016 monitoring data summary plots.
[Sites: SH = Shrape (1), TL = Trinity Landing (2), CY = Cowes Yacht Haven (3), MM = MMC Divers (4)]
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Work Specification

Overview.

P. Bassoullet, P. Le Hir 2007. In situ measurements of surﬁcial mud strength: A new vane tester suitable for soft intertidal muds. Continental Shelf Research
27, 1200–1205
Worksheet 1. Seabed sampling methods.
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Worksheet 2. Hourly suspended sediment sampling trackplot.
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Worksheet 3. Long-term Optical Backscatter Sensor Deployment.
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Appendix 2. Marine Management Organisation: Exemption Application for Cowes Grab Survey
From: SH - MFA Marine Consents (MMO) [mailto:marine.consents@marinemanagement.org.uk]
Sent: 04 November 2015 14:02
To: Rob Nunny <robnunny@ambios.net>
Subject: RE: Day Grab sampling, Cowes Estuary
Dear Dr Nunny,
Thank you for your email and explaining the planned works to in our conversation.
Below is MMOs published guidance for the requirement of a Marine Licence for Samples and investigations Grab-samples, vibrocores, boreholes and other types of intrusive sampling may require a licence. Some of these may be suitable for fast-track processing.
Geophysical surveys such as side-scan sonar and multibeam do not require a licence.
A licence is also not required for taking a small sample of any material for testing or analysis provided the following conditions are met:
1. Notice of the intention to carry out the activity must be given to MMO before the activity is carried out. Information on how to provide this notice can be found on the Make a marine licence
application page.
2. The volume of material to be removed must not exceed 1 cubic metre
3. The removal activity must not cause, or be likely to cause, obstruction or danger to navigation
4. Removal activity must not be likely (either alone or in combination with other plans or projects) to have a significant effect on a European or Ramsar site, or being capable of affecting
(other than insignificantly) the protected features of a marine conservation zone or any ecological or geomorphological process on which those features are dependent.
As you have stated the grab samples are small and are for analysis purposes (particle size analysis) and will not total more than 1 cubic metre of material, I believe the works are exempt from
requiring a Marine Licence provided they meet all of the above criteria (points 1-4).
Point 1 states “notice of the intention to carry out the activity must be given to MMO before the activity is carried out”. To do this, please access the Marine Case Management System at the
following link. Once you have registered and you are logged in, please select the “Application Hub” on the left hand side of the screen followed by the option to “Notify MMO of an exempt activity”.
https://marinelicensing.marinemanagement.org.uk/mmo/fox/live/MMO_LOGIN/login
If, at any point, you believe the activity will go beyond that covered in the exemption criteria you will need to apply for a Marine Licence. This should also be done through the Application Hub of the
Marine Case Management system.
I hope this addresses your query in full but should you require anything further please do not hesitate to contact me.
Best regards
Robert Goodburn
Her Majesty’s Government – Marine Management Organisation
Lancaster House, Hampshire Court, Newcastle upon Tyne. NE4 7YH
Tel: 0191 376 2583
Fax: 0191 376 2681
Web: www.gov.uk/mmo
Twitter: @the_MMO
Facebook: www.facebook.com/MarineManagementOrganisation

MMO Website Application
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Appendix 3. Health and Safety Assessment
HEALTH AND SAFETY GUIDANCE
GRABBING SURVEY MEDINA ESTUARY NOVEMBER 2015

CRITICAL PROCEDURES

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Cowes Harbour Commissioners are providing the multicat SEA CLEAR for undertaking their
grabbing/water quality survey. The Commissioners have the responsibility to ensure that all strainbearing fixtures and fittings are in a safe condition, and tested to the appropriate standards. Grab
requires 1 tonne SWL.
The crew will be (minimum) captain, deckhand/winch operator and three scientists. During
grabbing two scientists will be operating the grab, the third will (if safe) separately and distant from
the grab wire conduct turbidity profiling and (possibly) sea-bed camera observations.
A Smith McIntyre grab will be used from the Hiab crane. Normally the vessel does not need to
anchor but if problems are encountered (strong currents or winds) then it may be advantageous to
have the ability to anchor if this can be done swiftly. Sampling rate should be at least three stations
per hour
One SCIENTIST WORKSTATION shall be allocated as the deck-control station. This work
station must be manned by an experience grab operator. During the grabbing procedure all
members of the deck team (including the crew) will take instruction ONLY from this location
whilst winching or similarly hazardous operations are in process. This workstation location should
be directly visible from the bridge. This rule is particularly important if the grab (which is spring
loaded) misfires and is suspended in a dangerous condition.
The captain must ensure that engines are ALWAYS in neutral when any equipment is in the water.
Deployment of turbidity profiler or bed camera, simultaneously with the grabbing, must
ALWAYS get approval from the captain.
Unless adequate lighting at the grab station is supplied, grabbing will only take place during
daylight hours (7.30- 17.00 GMT).
No hazardous chemicals will be aboard.

HAZARD AND RISK ASSESSMENT
The following Hazard and Risk assessment was undertaken on 06/11/2015 by Rob Nunny of AMBIOS.
The aims of this assessment were to identify specific and generic areas of hazard and risk pertaining to the
survey work planned in the Medina.

BOAT BASED SURVEYS, GENERIC ASSESSMENT
Hazard

Risk

Factor

Action

Man over
Board

h

Weather, fatigue, working
location, slips, getting caught
in equipment being deployed,
method of boarding and
disembarkation

Use life jackets, wear appropriate clothing, keep clear of gear
being deployed, use gangway to board vessel, ensure
provision of throwing line and training/familiarity with
vessel, equipment and man overboard procedures.

Exposure

h

Weather, fatigue, immersion,
fatigue.

Wear adequate clothing both wind proof and thermally
insulating, avoid immersion and getting wet, be familiar with
life saving apparatus, and check condition and access, restrict
working hours and take weather conditions into account.

Falls

h

Weather, fatigue, slippery
surfaces, cluttered decks

Clean up spillages of oil, do not work in bad weather
conditions, wear suitable footwear with non-slip soles, keep
decks clear and restrict working hours. Do not carry
awkward or heavy objects with out assistance. In bad
weather conditions, observe `one hand for the job and one
hand for safety'

Crush
injuries

h

Weather, fatigue, size shape
and weight of object.

Ensure heavy, moveable objects are properly secured on deck
and that open hatches doors are fastened in place. Keep clear
of moving machinery. Use appropriate lifting/hoisting
methods, check condition and fixing of cables, ropes and
shackles, do not get between object and bulkhead/hard
objects, keep hands and feet clear, restrict working hours, do
not work in bad weather conditions, wear protective clothing
especially hard hat, gloves and steel-toe boots.

Lifting
injuries

h

Weather, fatigue, size shape
and weight of object.

Use appropriate lifting/hoisting methods, check condition and
fixing of cables, ropes and shackles do not get between object
and bulkhead/hard object, keep hands and feet clear, restrict
working hours, do not work in bad weather conditions, wear
protective hat, clothing and boots.

Head
injuries

h

Weather, fatigue, height to
which objects are hoisted,
falls, security of objects
stowed above head height.

Do not work in bad weather conditions, restrict working
hours, wear a hard hat where overhead hazards exist, avoid
falls, ensure that objects above head height are properly
stowed and superstructure at head height adequately marked.

Explosion

h

Trawling of ordinance.

Do not trawl/grab in ordinance dumping area, If outboard
return ordinance to sea, marking position, if inboard keep
cool and wet.
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Additional Notes
1. Dealing with ordinance

If an item of ordinance is recovered during survey operations then it should be dealt with as follows:

In all situations involving ordinance the Coast Guard should be contacted immediately.
If the item is noticed while it is still outboard then it should be returned to the seabed, if necessary
with the sampling equipment, and its position noted and marked with a buoy.
If the item is deposited when onboard then it should be secured, kept cool, wet and out of the sun.
Care should be taken when emptying the grab.

2. People on Board

Darren Gough (Skipper) 07738 568371
One crew
Rob Nunny 07977 129028
Emile Foote 07950038317
Gordon ?
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Appendix 4. Manual Turbidity Survey Protocols

Worksheet 1

Worksheet 2 is overleaf.

BATTERY
It is thought that one set (2) D-cells will ive up to 24 hours performance
To change batteries unscrew uppper part of sonde (by hand)
When starting-off each mission, after the <<Save, deploy & log>> command, you can scroll down to the base of the display and it should show you how much time the batteries have left.
PROTECTIVE SLEEVE
(At base of sonde). Remove only whilst using. While at sea easier to keep sond in a bucket of water when not profiling). Store with sleeve n between surveys, dampen with bit of taspwater.
Unscrew black ring at top of sleeve to loosen, then slide sleeve down to remove.
LOAD KOR SOFTWARE
Supplied via ftp.
Copy/unzip zip file anywhere on your computer
Click on 'starte.exe' file
Click on Install Drivers box and follow instructions
Click on Install KOR software box and follow instructions.
DEPLOY
1 Remove blank plug from top of sonde (unscrew locking ring then gently tug on tail)
2 Inster USB adaptor (blue circular) into sonde plug exposed
3 Plug cable from this to usb on your computer.
4 Run KOR software.
5 Go To <<CONNECTIONS>> (circular arrows icon)
6
Click on RESCAN
7
Should come up with list of ports, one should be yellow and say 'EXO USB Adaptor'
8
Click on this (goes ble)
9
Click on CONNECT
10
Should come up with status report (check battery is >3)
11 Go To <<DEPLOY>> (Arrow icon)
12
Click on OPEN A TEMPLATE
13
Select template <<CHC 1s Profiles>> and LOAD
14
Click on <<SAVE, DEPLOY, START LOGGING>> icon, then select CONTINUE then select NOW
15
At this point you should be able to scan down and see how much memory/battery life available
16
The red LED on the onde should now be flashing at about 1s interval.
17
Exit KOR
18
Disconnect cables, RE-INSERT BLANK PLUG ON TOP OF SONDE AND TIGHTEN LOCK RING
STOP & DOWNLOAD DATA
19 Repeat as in DEPLOY to step 11
20
Click on STOP DEPLOYMENT, then APPLY then OK
21 Go To DATA (Folder icon)
22
Click on TRANSFER
23
Highlight the file generated during the day
24
Click on SELECTED. Data will be transferred to the computer.
25
Click on VIEW/EXPORT
26
Highlight the file generated during the day, OK
27
Click on EXPORT DATA (two pages white icon). Data will be exported as a text file.
28
[ if you want to export another file afterwards, click on SELECT FILE (blue folder icon) and repeat steps 26 & 27
29
Store the text files with backups, Send copies to Rob
30
Once you are sure that the files are safely copies and backed up, delete the file on the sonde by….
31
Repeat steps 21 & 22
32
Highlight file to be deleted then click on DELETE then confirm.
33
Repeat steps 17 and 18
34
After about 15s the blue (bluetooth) and ed (data) LEDs on the sonde should switch iff. If not use the MAGNET SWITCH (in poly bag)
to touch on magnet symbol on the sonde. Repeat until both lights are out.
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Appendix 5. Servicing long-term monitoring equipment
1. Frequency
It is arranged that Cowes Harbour Commissioners (CHC) staff will maintain the monitoring
equipment, download the data and forward to Ambios for QC. The maintenance/download interval
is presently set at two weeks. This coincides with the capacity of the TinyTag loggers, but actually
has been set so that data loss (due either to an error in setting up the logging, or damage to/fouling
of the sensors) is kept to a minimum. It makes sense to have an established day of the week on
which servicing occurs, so that it can become a fortnightly routine. Servicing should not take more
than a couple of hours in total. As the TinyTag loggers have a capacity of 18 days and the NEP495 has
a capacity of 100 days, there is plenty of scope for delaying servicing when servicing (due to bad
weather for example) without losing data.

2. Logistics
A small boat is required for servicing sites 1 & 4. Whereas it is possible to take a laptop to sites
(which may speed up the process), it is recommended that initially at least loggers are taken back to
the office to be downloaded. In the case of site 1 (Shrape buoy) this means taking the complete
sensor back to the office (and therefore two trips to the site per service). For all the other sites the
provision of two spare TinyTag loggers means that these can be set running prior to servicing a site,
and swapped with the active loggers thus reducing visits to sites 2, 3 & 4 to one per service. The
following logistics are an example of how this could happen:
Set the two spare data loggers running in the office
Go to Shrape (1) and collect the sensor
Go to Trinity (2) and swap the logger for a fresh one/service
Go to MMS Divers (4) and swap the logger for a fresh one/service
Go to the office, download and service the Shrape (1) sensor, download and set running
again the loggers from sites 1 & 4.
Go to Shrape (1) and reinstall the sensor
Go to Cowes YH (3) and swap the loggers (turbidity and pressure) for fresh ones/service
Return to the office to download data from Site 3.

3. Maintenance tips
The sensors should be lifted from the water on every occasion. ALWAYS WEAR GLOVES WHEN
DOING THIS AS THERE ARE MANY TIE WRAPS WITH SHARP CUT ENDS ON THE CABLES. We
recommend that weed and fouling is removed from the cables, the stainless steel shield and the
sensors on all occasions. A washing-up brush, a pail on a lanyard and sometimes some liquid soap
are the required. An old toothbrush is best for cleaning the delicate parts of the sensors.
Shrape Buoy (1) NEP495
1. If practicable, moor the servicing boat onto the buoy and pull up and bring the
sensor and cable aboard over the bow/side of the boat.
2. It would seem safer to remove the sensor from its frame for servicing, rather than
detaching the cable from the buoy, but either can be attempted (if removing both
the cable and frame, always fit a temporary safety lanyard and always mouse the
shackle again when redeploying).

3. To remove the sensor from the frame, remove the clip on the bolt passing through
the top of the sensor then unscrew just the one nut, and the sensor should come
free. When replacing the sensor, use a spanner to minimally tighten the same nut,
and always replace the clip (a spare clip is provided).
Sites 2, 3 & 4 (NEP 95000)
4. Make a note (in the servicing log) if lots of weed is found wrapped around the
sensor. If this persists at any site it may be necessary to move the site or modify the
sensor shield.
5. Try not to service if rain/spray will lead to water ingress when the orange boxes are
open. This could cause problems.
6. The warning label on the boxes (disconnect from mains before opening) is to
discourage vandals, it should be perfectly safe to leave the boxes connected to the
mains while servicing, unless there is evidence they have leaked.
7. There should always be two lights on the battery chargers in the orange boxes. One
is always green (supply), the other may be red (charging) or green (on standby). If
red is frequently seen at one site there may be a problem (log this).
8. Don’t open the TinyTag logger ‘film’ cases in the field, unless in a cabin or a car. One
spot of water will cause chaos! Take the loggers back to the office to open.
9. Always make sure the jack plugs are fully inserted. It’s very easy just to partially
insert the jack. This applies both to the top (data output) and base (sensor) jacks.
10. Padlocks should be regularly oiled/greased.
11. Probably best to keep the orange boxes flat on the ground/deck when padlocked up
and logging. Standing them on their edge may make the battery slide and deform
the foam layers that keep all the components and wiring in place.
12. Always log (at the time) which loggers go to 9and come from) which site/sensor. Try
and put the same in the title of the logging record when launching the loggers (see
below).
Optical wiping system
13. The optical window wiper on each turbidity sensor is a consumable item. Wiper
packs are available from Observator (Part No. NEP19WIPE).
14. The effectiveness of the wiper in maintaining a clean optical surface will eventually
be compromised, the rate being dependent on the water under investigation and
the number of wiping cycles carried out. We recommend periodic inspection of the
wiper’s silicon pad to determine if the wiper material is deteriorating or if there is an
excessive build-up of material from bio-fouling. Initially plan to change the wipers
every 3 months.
15. To change the wiper, loosen the set screw on the old wiper with the 1.5mm hex key
provided until the wiper can be removed from the shaft. Place a new wiper on the
shaft in the same position as the wiper just removed so that the set screw in the
new wiper faces the flat on the probe’s wiping shaft. Very gently press the silicon
rubber pad of the wiper against the face of the probe and then tighten the set
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screw. It is crucial that the wiper arm body does not make contact with the probe
face – only the silicon pad should be in contact. A gap of 3mm between the wiper
arm body and the probe face is typical when a new wiper has been properly
installed.

4. Data Download
4.1 Shrape Buoy Sensor
Software installation. CHC operate a Windows 7 operating system on the office computer. The
computer will need a USB port for connecting to the NEP495 sensor via an RS232 com port
connection. The drivers for this lead probably won’t run automatically, and you may need to save
the drivers (supplied from Ambios via ftp) into the Windows 7 driver folder for the link to work. It is
recommended that you copy the drivers to the folder before you initially plug in the connection
lead. The location of the drivers folder is explained here:
https://www.msigeek.com/322/driver-store-in-windows-7-and-vista
If during copying you get the message that these driver files are already there, its probably best not
to overwrite them (skip).
To talk to the NEP495 Shrape buoy sensor via this lead you need a terminal emulator software. A
good simple one (Eltima) can be downloaded here:
http://www.eltima.com/products/serial-port-terminal/
You get a 14 day free trial download, and purchasing it costs about £30
Connecting the NEP495 sensor to the computer. The connector lead supplied should be connected
to the (switched on) computer USB outlet and the MAINS ADAPTER WITHIN THE LEAD SHOULD
ALWAYS BE PLUGGED IN AND SWITCHED ON. The sensor should be free of its frame and washed in
fresh water and dried. Grasp the bottom half of the unit and unscrew to top half (this can be quite
stiff). Removing the top half exposes the removable battery casing (at the top) and just below the
casing a socket for the connector lead. Insert the plug from the connector to the computer into this
socket. Note: it is not an easy socket to mate, make sure the plug has gone in properly. Lie the
sensor down safely.
Batteries need to be changed only every two months (4 deployments). If batteries need to be
changed, remove the battery casing and replace the batteries at this stage, i.e. before the download
BUT ENSURE THE MAINS ADAPTER IN THE LEAD SYSTEM IS OPERATIONAL.
Run the Terminal Emulation Software (TES). These instructions are for the ELTIMA software. When
the software opens click on <<FILE>> then <<NEW SESSION>>. The window shown in Figure A5.1
should open. In the ‘Port’ window you should be able to select a COM XX option (XX being the port
number that is active). If you can’t, the NEP495 lead is either not plugged in or not operating
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properly (no drivers?). Fill in the communications parameters (baud rate etc) as shown in Figure
A5.1. Also tick the ‘Open port at once’ box. To save time in future, in the ‘New Configuration’
window type NEP495, and click <<save>>; in future sessions NEP495 will appear as an option in the
‘Available configurations’ window and clicking on it will automatically enter all the correct
parameters (you still have to tick the ‘Open port at once’ box). Click <<Open>> and a new tab should
appear headed COMXX (without a no-entry icon by it, if you get this it’s because you forgot to tick
‘open port and once’, correct this by going to <<FILE>> and <<Open port>>). You type onto this tab
to send messages to the sensor and messages from the sensor are printed here (Figure A5.2). By
default, the software displays the ‘edit’ view, if this gets altered, go back to edit via <<View>>. Type
<<Status>> and you should get the response shown at the top of the tab in Figure A5.2, to show all is
operating correctly.

Figure A5.1. Screen shot, ELTIMA
software, New Session settings

Figure A5.2. Screen shot Eltima software: examples of read and write actions.
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Download data. If the sensor is already in logging mode (as will be the normal case) logging must be
stopped before any commands will be actionable. To stop logging type:
log off
The sensor will respond with
Logging Off
To download all the data in the sensor type (Figure A5.2):
download/c
[The /c part instructs a download as a comma-separated file]
The sensor will respond with a download as shown in Figure A5.2. To save this download right click
anywhere within the tab window and select from the box that opens ‘Export to file’. You will be
prompted for a file name and location, and on saving a text (.txt) file is created. It is suggested that
you use the following file name format:
ZZZYYMMDD_T

where T is for turbidity sensor data and

Where ZZZ is the location (SH1 for Shrape,) and YYMMDD is year, month and day (eg 160123).
After downloading the data, visually checking it (open saved file with Notepad) and creating a
backup copy on a second drive, the data in the sensor can be deleted. It is suggested that to begin
with, data are only deleted from the sensor every month. This means that every second download
will contain 2 x 2 weeks of data. The data are deleted from the sensor by typing:
purge
You will be asked If you are certain? (there is a timeout to answer within), the affirmative response is
Y [capital Y)
Launching the logger. If the batteries have been changed (or even removed and the same ones
replaced, i.e. the power disrupted, it is necessary to set the logger time and date If the battery
compartment has not been opened, they should remain OK as set previously, but always check the
time against the office computer time and reset if necessary. The commands for this are:
date ? Returns the probe date. The returned format is yyyy.mm.dd.
time ? Returns the probe time. The returned format is hh:mm:ss in 24 hour format.
date yyyy.mm.dd Set date. Sets a new date in the probe. No save command is required.
time hh:mm:ss Set time. Sets a new time in the probe. No save command is required.
If it is necessary to find out how many memory spaces are left (max 32000) type:
logfree
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Once time and data are checked/set, logging can be initiated by the command:
log on Starts logging. The probe responds with the message “Logging On”. All data will be stored in
the probes non-volatile memory module. Logging will continue, at preset logging intervals and
wiping intervals, until the log off command is entered.
The full set of commands for controlling he sensor operation can be found in in the NEP495 manual
(supplied separately).

4.2 Tiny Tag (Gemini) loggers
At the Trinity Landing, Cowes Yacht Haven and MCC Divers dolphin the data will be held in small
portable loggers which can be swopped over in the field (two spares supplied to ease logistics) and
downloaded in the office.
Software Installation. The computer will need a USB port for the lead which will connect to these
loggers. The software can be downloaded free at
http://www.geminidataloggers.com/software/downloads/downloads/downloads
and simply installed. Drivers for the USB coms lead are available for download at the same site, but
with Windows 7 the leads should self-install automatically.
Connecting the TinyTag loggers to the computer. The connector lead supplied should be connected
to the (switched on) computer USB outlet. Remove the lid of a logger and plug the lead jack into the
top of the logger (make sure it is fully inserted).
Run the TinyTag Explorer Software. Under <<Options>> then <<communications options>>, select
the automatic identification of the coms port. The selected port should appear (grayed out) in the
window at the bottom of this box. This only has to be done in the first instance of using the
software.
Under <<Logger>> go through the following sequence:
<<Stop Logger>> Message will come back either ‘logger XXXX was stopped’ or ‘logger XXXX was
already stopped.
<<Get data>> All data held will download and be plotted as a graph (Figure A5.3)
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Figure A5.3. TinyTag
Explorer Get Data
command and graph.

The data downloaded can be saved by clicking <<FILE>> then <<SAVE AS>> . The file (binary) is saved
with a .ttd suffix. It is suggested that you use the following file name format:
ZZZYYMMDD_T

where T is for turbidity sensor data and

ZZZYYMMDD_P

where T is for pressure sensor data

Where ZZZ is the location (TL2 for Trinity Landing, CY3 for Cowes Yacht Haven and MM4 for MMC
DIVERS) and YYMMDD is year, month and day (eg 160123).
After downloading the data, visually checking the graph and creating a backup copy on a second
drive, the data is just left in the logger until it is relaunched (on launch, existing data in the logger is
simply overwritten).
The launch the logger again for a new deployment under <<Logger>> go to <<LAUNCH>> and fill in
the box as shown in Figure A5.4 (this will be exactly the same each time apart from the title, which
should identify the site and parameter and date (eg 21/01/2016 CYH Pressure).
Note: It will be easy to mix up which logger was deployed at which site if care is not taken. This
should be addressed by filling in a servicing form (Section 3.3) carefully when visiting each site, and
by careful titling as described above when launching.
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Figure A5.4. TinyTag Explorer Launch options.

4.3 Filing, archiving and sharing data.
If files are named as suggested they will automatically sort by site name then by date then by type.
It is suggested that files are kept all in one folder.
An archive (backup folder) should be maintained by copying across these files immediately after
saving.
A third copy of the file should be immediately sent to Ambios for QC and processing. An errors noted
will be fed back within a day or two.
A servicing log should be kept (paper form copied to an Excel file, see Figure A5.5). A copy of the log
should accompany each transmission to Ambios. This (fortnightly) transmission will contain 1 x .txt
file, 3 x .ttd files and 1 x Excel file.
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Date

Site

26/01/2016 SH(1)

Time field
log
stopped
12:01

TinyTag
logger
removed
n/a

Time field
log
started
13:15

TinyTag
logger
inserted
n/a

26/01/2016 TL(2)
26/01/2016 MM(4)
26/01/2016 CY(3)

12:10
12:20
13:01

3
1
5

12:11
12:21
13:02

6
2
4

Comments

Weed tangled in
sensor
All good
All good
All good

Figure A5.5. Example servicing log.
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Appendix 6. Analyte Factory Certification
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